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A B S T R A C T

The generation of new cells is one of the most fundamental aspects of cell biology. Proper regulation of the cell
cycle is critical for human health, as underscored by many diseases associated with errors in cell cycle regula-
tion, including both cancer and hereditary diseases. A large body of work has identified regulatory mechanisms
and checkpoints that ensure accurate and timely replication and segregation of chromosomal DNA. However,
few studies have evaluated the extent to which similar checkpoints exist for the division of cytoplasmic com-
ponents, including organelles. Such checkpoint mechanisms might be crucial for compartments that cannot be
generated de novo, such as the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). In this review, we highlight recent work in the
model organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae that led to the discovery of such a checkpoint that ensures that cells
inherit functional ER into the daughter cell.

1. Evidence for cell cycle checkpoints for dividing the cytoplasm

When a eukaryotic cell undergoes division, it faces the challenge of
generating genetically identical daughter cells [1–3]. The cell must
copy the entire genome—which consists of over three billion base pairs
in human—without making major mistakes. This process, called DNA
replication, must occur within a specific length of time. Handling three
billion base pairs alone also imposes spatial and temporal constrains to
the cell. In order to ensure that the genome is separated into two di-
viding cells, these events are assisted by several “checkpoints” at the
heart of the cell cycle operation. If mistakes are found, the cell tem-
porally halts cell division, providing an opportunity for fixing mistakes.
Upon recovery, the cell resumes the cell cycle at the point at which it
stopped to finish generating a new daughter cell. The importance of cell
cycle checkpoints has been underscored by many human diseases, such
as cancer, that occur due to the failure of the cell to recognize or fix
mistakes [4]. Each year, incredible resources are poured into efforts to
better understand cell cycle mechanisms and checkpoints with the hope
of generating more effective treatments for cancer and other diseases.

A unique feature of eukaryotic cells is the compartmentalization of
specific cellular functions into organelles that are surrounded by unique
sets of membranes (Fig. 1). This framework allows cellular functions to
fine-tune themselves discretely, but also requires these organelles to be
divided during cell division. In contrast to genome replication and se-
paration, however, we know relatively little about the rules that govern
the division of cytoplasmic components or organelles [5–7]. Histori-
cally, almost all cell division studies have focused on issues associated

with the genome and the cell cycle checkpoints ensuring that all di-
viding cells end up with completely and accurately replicated DNA.
Some experimental results suggest that the division of non-genomic
components, such as proteins and organelles, might be regulated during
the cell cycle. For example, treating mammalian cells with DNA-da-
maging agents results in a massive reorganization of the Golgi, re-
vealing an intimate link between cell cycle DNA replication and divi-
sion of Golgi [8]. Furthermore, these results hint at the presence of cell
cycle checkpoints for the proper division of other organelles, such as the
endoplasmic reticulum (ER), mitochondria, and endosomes, although
relatively little is known about the molecular mechanisms underlying
their regulation. In contrast, a recent study reported that the in-
heritance of a vacuole from the mother cell can fail without halting the
cell cycle, as long as a new functional vacuole can be generated in the
daughter cell [9], revealing that there may be different strategies for
ensuring the presence of functional organelles in newly generated cells.

In recent years, studies have begun to unravel the molecular me-
chanisms that ensure the inheritance of functional ER to a daughter cell.
Here, we provide an overview of an exciting discovery of a cell cycle
regulatory checkpoint—termed the ER stress surveillance (ERSU) cell
cycle checkpoint—in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S.
cerevisiae) [10–14]. Since the initial discovery of the ERSU pathway,
subsequent work has provided intriguing mechanistic insights on the
ERSU cell cycle checkpoint. Specifically, a recent finding surprisingly
revealed that increased levels of phytosphingosine (PHS), an early
biosynthetic intermediate of sphingolipids, trigger the ERSU cell cycle
checkpoint. As the ERSU pathway is one of the few cell cycle regulatory
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checkpoints for non-genomic components with significant mechanistic
understanding, the principles that operate the ERSU checkpoint may
provide fundamental insights into cell cycle checkpoints for other
components.

2. The endoplasmic reticulum is a gateway of the secretory
pathway

The ER is one of the biggest organelles in eukaryotic cells, with an
extensive reticular structure that can spread throughout large portions
of the cytoplasm. Indeed, approximately half of the total membrane of a
cell consists of the ER [15]. The ER membrane is contiguous with the
outer nuclear membrane, which is connected to the inner nuclear
membrane via the nuclear pore complex. In addition, recent studies
have revealed that the ER membrane establishes contact sites with
other organelles, including mitochondria, endosomes, and peroxisomes,
with certain functional significance [16–21]. Whether the contact sites
remain during cell division and how they affect cell cycle division are
still unclear.

Beyond interacting with other essential organelles, the ER plays
critical roles in various cellular functions. For example, the ER gen-
erates mature, fully functional proteins like growth factors and hor-
mones, which are destined to be secreted outside of the cell. Similarly,
the ER produces properly folded, mature transmembrane cell-surface
receptors and receptor kinases. As they emerge from the polyribosomes,
these proteins, collectively called secretory pathway proteins, are tar-
geted and translocated into the ER lumen as linear unmodified poly-
peptides for folding, modification, and other maturation steps [22–24].
Secretory pathway proteins consist of one-third of the total proteome of
eukaryotic cells, making this one of the primary tasks of the ER. Upon
association with ER-resident chaperones and other protein-folding
components, nascent polypeptides undergo maturation steps including
folding, modification, and complex formation in order to generate fully
folded functional proteins [25–29]. The folding processes are regulated
in such a way that only properly folded proteins can exit from the ER,
heading towards the Golgi and their final destinations. Somehow,
proteins that have not completed the folding steps are recognized and
remain in the ER lumen to complete the process before exiting to the
Golgi. Any permanently misfolded proteins are also recognized by the
ER and are ultimately degraded by a mechanism specific to perma-
nently misfolded proteins; this process is called ER-associated de-
gradation (ERAD) [30–38]. During its lifetime, a cell encounters a
series of conditions necessary to produce high levels of secreted pro-
teins. Collectively, the increased need for producing secretory pathway
proteins or the accumulation of unfolded proteins is termed “ER stress”.
When a cell recognizes ER stress, it triggers an intracellular signal-
transduction pathway called the unfolded protein response (UPR),
which helps the cell keep up with the increased demands of ER func-
tions [39–41]. In addition to producing secretory pathway proteins, the
UPR regulates ERAD. Thus, via the UPR, the ER regulates and meets the

overall composition of the cellular proteome [32,36–38]. The ER also
plays vital roles in lipid biosynthesis and metabolism. Nearly all of the
initial steps of cellular lipid synthesis occur on the ER membrane. The
ER also plays other important functions, such as regulating cellular
Ca2+ levels or detoxifying unwanted chemicals, and thus it is a multi-
faced functional compartment [42–45]. Importantly, organelles such as
the ER cannot be generated de novo; therefore, the ER must be in-
herited from the mother cell.

3. Division of yeast ER during the cell cycle

Cell cycle division of the ER is better described in yeast, partly be-
cause the yeast ER is less complex than the ER in human cells: the
tubular ER surrounds the cortex of the cell and is termed cortical ER
(cER). The ER also surrounds the nucleus, comprising the perinuclear
ER (pnER), which is contiguous with the outer nuclear membrane [29].
The nuclear pore complexes, large macromolecular complexes, in es-
sence, physically separate the inner nuclear membrane from the outer
nuclear membrane and the yeast pnER [46,47]. The tubular ER struc-
tures (or ER tubules) are approximately 50–100 nm in diameter and
form a network of membranous tubules that connect the cER to the
pnER [45,48]. Under normal growth conditions, a tubular ER ema-
nating from the mother pnER starts to grow and enters the daughter cell
by passing through the septin ring at the bud neck during the G1/S
phase of the cell cycle [49–51]. Here, we refer to this tubular ER as the
“initial ER tubule” to distinguish from other tubular ER linking both the
pnER and the cER (Fig. 2). The growth of the initial ER tubule is directed
(Fig. 2, step I & II) and eventually anchored to the bud tip by its in-
teractions with proteins or protein complexes localized at the bud tip
(step III), including the exocyst complex [52,53]. Upon anchoring to
the bud tip, the initial ER tubule changes the direction of its growth, and
spreads the tubular ER along the cortex of the daughter cell (step IV).
Studies have shown that the phosphatase Ptc1, which is localized at the
bud tip, play important roles in re-directing tubular ER growth to the
lateral direction [54], leading to the generation of the cER in the
daughter cell. Once the cER is inherited in the daughter cell, the pnER
and nucleus enter the daughter cells (Fig. 2, step V), followed by nu-
clear division (step VI). The movement of the cER into the daughter cell
has been reported to occur on the actin cable; Myo4 and She3 connect
the cER to the actin cable. By contrast, the movement of the pnER is
mediated by microtubules [51]. Currently, we lack a detailed under-
standing of the specific movements of the tubular ER linking the cER
and the pnER. In addition, it remains unknown whether the movement
of the Initial ER tubule (IET) depends on cables of actin or micro-
tubules. Furthermore, the factors determining the number or location of
such tubular ER remain elusive. Regardless of the tubular ER, it is un-
clear how the movement of the cER depends on actin cables while that
of the pnER occurs in a microtubule-dependent manner, when the
lumen of both types of ER is connected. Additionally, the movement of
the pnER must be coordinated with that of the nucleus and the nuclear
components. Further work is required to determine how such man-
euvers are achieved in a coordinated manner with the division of the
genome. Ultimately, beyond the ER and the nuclear transport, transit of
other organelles through the bud neck will also have to take place be-
fore committing to undergo cytokinesis (Fig. 2).

The functional importance of the ER and the fact that the ER cannot
be synthesized de novo suggest that the inheritance of the functional ER
must be tightly regulated. This begs interesting questions: for example,
what happens if the size or functional capacity of the ER is not adequate
enough to divide into two cells? If the ER does not meet the functional
demands of a cell or if the ER is too small to divide into two daughter
cells, these conditions might impact the progression of the cell cycle.
Moreover, it is unclear whether such conditions cause the cell cycle to
stop at a specific point. Given that inheriting an accurate and complete
set of chromosomal DNA is fundamental to the life of a cell, most stu-
dies on cell cycles, thus far, have focused on how cells maintain

Fig. 1. Cellular functions are compartmentalized in organelles in eukaryotic
cells.
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accurately replicated DNA and how sister chromatids are separated in a
faithful and timely manner.

4. A cell cycle checkpoint for ER division

From the late 1980s through the 1990s, the use of various DNA
damage agents and the isolation of conditional cell cycle mutants in
yeast opened the door for studying cell cycle mechanisms. These
methods brought about a flurry of fascinating discoveries on cell cycle
checkpoints for ensuring the inheritance and division of genomic in-
formation [55–58]. Given the major mechanistic differences between
yeast and mammalian cells in terms of cell cycle modes, researchers
initially predicted that the regulatory checkpoints for the major cell
cycle events would be different for yeast and mammalian cells. How-
ever, it turned out that several key regulatory events and the timing for
ensuring accurate chromosomal DNA replication and sister chromatid
separation are remarkably conserved across yeast and mammalian cells.

Motivated by the discovery of cell cycle checkpoints for the genome,
new approaches of using well-characterized chemical agents to di-
minish ER function in yeast cells have created opportunities for (1)
learning how cells handle functionally stressed ER during the cell cycle
and (2) identifying cell-cycle checkpoints for inheriting functional ER.
The chemical agents tunicamycin (Tm) and 1,4-Dithiothreitol (DTT)
stress ER function by inhibiting glycosylation and disrupting disulfide
bonds, respectively. Indeed, previous studies have shown that trig-
gering ER stress by treatment of yeast cells with either of these agents
blocks cells in the G1/S phase [59,60] or leads to a chromosome main-
tenance defect [61]. Similar experiments in mammalian cells also re-
vealed that ER stress leads to a G1/S phase block [62]. Subsequent
studies, however, found that this G1/S phase arrest stemmed from the
lack of components required for budding and/or bud growth. For ex-
ample, the emergence and growth of the daughter cell requires properly
localized polarisome components at the incipient bud site [63]. The
subcellular localization of the polarisome subunits (e.g., EPO1, SPA2,
BEM3, PEA1, BNI1, BUD6, and MSB3/MSB4) to the incipient bud site
depends on the early secretory pathway and the functional capacity of
the ER, which is the gatekeeper of the secretory pathway [64,65]. Tm
treatment of unbudded cells with unfolding agents at the beginning of
the cell cycle causes polarisome subunits to unfold, thus preventing
them from exiting the ER and heading towards the incipient bud site.
Ultimately, the diminished localization of the polarisome subunit con-
tributes to blocking bud emergence and bud growth. Thus, the primary
cause of cell cycle block is the lack of the functional polarisome

components required for the budding step. Although these studies un-
covered that the lack of bud emergence ultimately induces a “mor-
phogenesis block”, they did not reveal a direct impact of the ER or ER
function itself on the cell cycle [66]. The disrupted localization of the
polarisome was overcome by an ER stress cell cycle assay that in-
troduced a delay in the timing of ER stress induction until polarisome
components could reach the incipient bud site and no longer induce the
morphogenesis checkpoint [67]. This delay, introduced to alpha factor-
synchronized cells successfully induces ER stress without bud emer-
gence block, making it possible to investigate if and how the steps in the
cell cycle are impacted by ER stress [67]. Use of this ER stress cell cycle
assay led to the finding that a functionally stressed ER causes cyto-
kinesis block.

Subsequent work investigated how ER stress induces cytokinesis
block. Successful cytokinesis requires that cortical actin patches become
polarized to either side of the bud neck late in the cell cycle [68–72].
Actin visualized upon staining with Fluor546-phalloidin revealed that
actin patches are localized to the cortex of the cells throughout the cell
cycle and become redistributed just prior to cytokinesis, regardless of
ER stress [67]. Thus, the ER stress-induced cytokinesis defect is not
caused by a delay or an alteration in the actin patch redistribution.
Instead, further evidence suggests that ER stress-induced cytokinesis
block is caused, at least in part, by the mislocalization of the septin ring.
The next section summarizes the studies that have investigated the
consequences of having functionally stressed ER on the budding yeast
cell cycle, ultimately defining the ERSU cell cycle checkpoint.

5. The ERSU cell cycle checkpoint hallmark event 1: cER
inheritance block

The finding that ER stress causes cell cycle block underscores the
importance of stopping cell division if ER function is compromised.
Based on the yeast ER inheritance mechanism described, there might be
at least two ways to prevent the daughter cell generation if the ER is
functionally stressed: First, (1) ER inheritance into the daughter cell is
not sensitive to ER stress, but ER stress-induced cytokinesis block
somehow ensures that the generation of a daughter cell with non-
functional ER is prevented. Alternatively, (2) the inheritance of the
stressed ER is blocked and the lack of a functional ER in the daughter
cell prevents cytokinesis to separate mother and daughter cells. To
distinguish between these possibilities, the impact of ER stress on ER
inheritance was initially visualized by an ER reporter, a fusion protein
between GFP and the N-terminal transmembrane domain (amino acids

Fig. 2. Stages of ER inheritance in yeast. ER inheritance of the yeast cell starts with tubular ER (initial tubular ER) entry into the daughter cell on actin cables in
association with Myo4 and She3 proteins (step I and II). The initial tubular ER reaches and is anchored by components localized at the bud tip such as the exocyst (in
purple) (step III), which allows for lateral growth of the ER, generating the cortical ER (cER) (step IV). The nucleus and the peri-nuclear ER move into the daughter
cell (step V), followed by nuclear division (step VI). Ultimately, cytokinesis separates the two cells.
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1-702) of HMG-CoA reductase isozyme 1 [10,49,73]. In either case,
demonstrating that stressed ER directly impacts cell cycle progression
would support the idea that ER functional homeostasis is ensured
during the cell cycle.

Monitoring the impact of ER stress on ER behaviors revealed that ER
stress induction leads to daughter cells without the cER [10]. This
impact was most prominent in class of cells with a small bud index
(ratio between mother and daughter cell size) (Fig. 3). In contrast, cells
with larger bud sizes, with or without a divided pnER (class II or III
cells, respectively), showed minimal impact of ER stress on ER in-
heritance. Based on the mechanism of ER entry into the daughter cell
(Fig. 2), cells with medium/larger buds most likely have had (1) the
cER inherited prior to ER stress exposure or (2) the initial ER tubule
already committed to remain in the daughter. In those cases, the
committed cER in the daughter cell would be unlikely to be released
and returned back to the mother cell. Indeed, researchers demonstrated
this experimentally using synchronized cells [67]: ER stress at the early
stage of the cell cycle and prior to commitment of the cER's presence in
the daughter cell (Fig. 3) blocked the cER from entering the daughter
cell [14]. This finding indicates that cells can (1) recognize the func-
tional capacity of the ER at an early point of the cell cycle and (2) block
the inheritance of a stressed ER into the daughter cell. Interestingly, if
cells encountered ER stress after cER establishment in the daughter cell
(Fig. 2, Steps IV-VI), cells underwent cytokinesis to separate into mo-
ther and daughter cells. In the subsequent round of the cell cycle,

however, cER inheritance was blocked, ultimately resulting in cyto-
kinesis block. These results revealed that cytokinesis block occurs in ER-
stressed cells to prevent the generation of cells without the presence of
an ER.

6. ERSU checkpoint hallmark event 2: Septin ring transfer from
the bud neck

Septin has been reported to establish the diffusion barrier between
mother and daughter cells. Studies using N-terminally green fluorescent
protein (GFP)-tagged individual septin subunits (CDC3, SHS1, CDC10,
CDC11, and CDC12) in unstressed or ER-stressed yeast cells found that
the multi-subunit septin ring moves away from the bud neck and re-
localizes elsewhere in response to ER stress (Fig. 3) [10,11]. At the
beginning of the cell cycle – even prior to bud emergence – five septin
subunits start to assemble at the incipient bud site to generate septin
rings in yeast. Once assembled, the septin ring functions as a diffusion
barrier of cellular components/organelles from the mother to the
daughter cell [74–76]. Towards the end of the cell cycle, the septin ring
splits vertically into two rings, leading to the division of the cytoplasm.
Finally, after cell division the septin ring disassembles into each sub-
unit, prior to reassembly at the new bud site [77,78].

ER stress does not seem to affect the initial targeting of septin
subunits: the formation of septin rings at the bud neck appears as a ring-
like structure with similar kinetics during ER stress, rather than being
dispersed throughout the cytoplasm in unstressed cells. Upon ER stress
induction, the septin ring is ‘misplaced’ or moves away from the bud
neck to elsewhere on the cell surface. Interestingly, the ring-like ap-
pearance is retained at the new location, even though it is no longer
localized at the bud neck. As the septin ring is a major player in cyto-
kinesis, its absence at the bud neck under ER stress should contribute
significantly to cytokinesis block. Furthermore, mislocalized septin ring
persists once it moves away from the bud neck to the new location, until
ER function is re-established and the cell prepares to re-enter the cell
cycle. A more recent study reported the surprising finding that the
septin ring is misplaced to the bud scars in response to ER stress.
Furthermore, among five subunits, mislocalization of the Shs1 subunit
to the bud scar is a key determinant of outcome, with failure to move
Shs1 to the bud scar diminishing the ability of the cells to re-enter the
cell cycle upon re-establishment of ER homeostasis [11]. These findings
revealed an unprecedented feature of the ERSU checkpoint. The me-
chanistic details and functional implications of ER stress-induced septin
ring mislocalization will be discussed elsewhere (a review in prepara-
tion).

7. The ERSU pathway is independent of the UPR

In S. cerevisiae, ER stress induces: (1) ER inheritance block, (2)
septin ring mislocalization, resulting in (3) cytokinesis block. However,
a major question remained as to whether these events represent a part
of the cell cycle checkpoint mechanism for ensuring that a daughter cell
receives a functional ER. Another possibility is that these events happen
to occur upon ER stress but are unrelated events and do not necessarily
represent a cell cycle checkpoint. A signaling pathway known to be
activated by ER stress is the UPR [40,79]. The UPR in yeast cells is
initiated by a single-span ER transmembrane protein called Ire1, which
contains an ER luminal domain that functions as an ER stress sensor
[80,81]. Mechanistically, ER stress is sensed by dissociation of the ER
chaperone Kar2/BiP from the ER luminal domain of Ire1 [82–84], and
the Ire1 ER luminal domain recognizes certain features of unfolded
proteins [85,86]. These events lead to Ire1 dimerization/oligomeriza-
tion and autophosphorylation through its Ire1 kinase domain [87] and
activation of the sequence-specific endoribonuclease (RNase) domain.
Activated Ire1 RNase cleaves the UPR intron of HAC1 mRNA, encoding
for an UPR-specific transcription factor [39,88], followed by ligation of
two HAC1 mRNA exons by tRNA ligase [89]. The splicing of HAC1

Fig. 3. Hallmark events of the ERSU checkpoint. Under ER stress, the cortical
ER (cER) visualized by HMG1-GFP reporter is blocked from entering the
daughter cell. The septin ring, visualized by CDC11-GFP, moves away from the
bud neck. These events result in cytokinesis block. In ERSU-deficient slt2Δ cells,
the cER enters into the daughter cell and the septin ring stays at the bud neck
even under ER stress. The inability to induce the ERSU pathway in response to
ER stress ultimately results in cell death.
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mRNA is a key regulatory step for the UPR, as it causes a frameshift,
removing a stop codon within the intron and allowing the second exon
coding sequences in frame with the coding sequence of the first exon.
The second exon contains a transcriptional activation domain and, thus,
Ire1-dependent splicing of HAC1 mRNA is required for the generation
of a UPR-specific transcription factor. Spliced Hac1 protein activates
the transcription of UPR target genes that ultimately help to re-establish
ER functional homeostasis. The UPR, particularly IRE1, is an ancient
pathway conserved in all eukaryotic cells [90].

Given the functional roles of the UPR [40,91,92], it was reasonable
to consider that the UPR plays a role in inducing ER inheritance block,
septin ring transfer, and cytokinesis block in response to ER stress. It
was, therefore, a great surprise when these cell cycle events turned out
to not require IRE1 function. In ire1Δ cells, ER stress caused ER in-
heritance block, septin ring transfer, and cytokinesis block at levels
similar to wild-type (WT) cells. The lack of UPR involvement suggested
the presence of a new pathway that induces these events in response to
ER stress.

8. Identifying the first ERSU component

The lack of IRE1 involvement in the ERSU checkpoint suggested the
presence of an independent pathway parallel to the UPR that co-
ordinates the functional status of the ER with its inheritance during the
cell cycle, leading to a quest for the ERSU components. The lack of an
ERSU component should prevent ER inheritance block, septin ring
mislocalization, and temporary cytokinesis block, having deleterious
consequences on cell growth. Thus, yeast cells carrying the deletion of a
gene coding for a protein either physically or functionally linked to the
ER were screened for their ability to (1) grow on media containing ER
stress-inducing agents such as Tm or DTT, (2) block cER inheritance,
and (3) mislocalize the septin ring under ER stress. This screen identi-
fied SLT2, which encodes a MAP kinase (6). ER-stressed slt2 knockout
(slt2Δ) cells were unable to block cER inheritance, mislocalize septin
ring, or grow on Tm or DTT plates. Importantly, slt2Δ cells were able to
activate the UPR pathway, since HAC1 mRNA was spliced normally
with similar kinetics as in WT cells, revealing that the functional
homeostasis of the ER was disrupted in slt2Δ cells. The inability of slt2Δ
cells to mount all the ERSU phenotypes demonstrated that the ERSU
cell cycle phenotypes are not individual phenotypes that happen to
occur under ER stress, but rather are linked under a specific cell cycle
regulatory event. Despite the normal appearance of septin rings and
cER inheritance, slt2Δ cells were incapable of cell growth under ER
stress, illustrating the importance of SLT2 in cell cycle progression.
Additionally, these findings revealed that cER inheritance block and
septin ring transfer are critical for survival during ER stress. Taken
together, a SLT2-dependent, but UPR-independent, ERSU cell cycle
regulatory pathway is critical for cells to respond to ER stress (Fig. 4).

9. The ERSU cell cycle checkpoint is independent of the cell wall
integrity pathway

In addition to SLT2, a MAP kinase, its upstream kinases PKC1,
BCK1, MKK1, and MKK2 were also found to be involved in the ERSU
pathway [10]. Furthermore, the cell surface component Wsc1 – but not
other isoforms of Wsc proteins such as Wsc2, 3, and 4 – plays a role in
the ERSU pathway. Some of these components are also involved in the
cell wall integrity (CWI) pathway, which is induced by excess turgor
pressure against the cell wall. For example, the CWI pathway in S.
cerevisiae involves PKC1-SLT2 activation via Wsc1 and Wsc2. However,
several experimental results clearly distinguish the ERSU checkpoint
from the CWI pathway: (1) Wsc1 but not Wsc2 is involved in ERSU
pathway events, such as ER inheritance block, septin ring transfer, and
cytokinesis block. This is in contrast to the CWI pathway, which de-
pends on both Wsc1 and Wsc2. (2) Treating cells with a known CWI
pathway agonist, such as calcofular white, does not activate the ERSU

pathway. (3) A Wsc1-AAA mutation that disrupts the internalization of
Wsc1 from the cell surface has no impact on ERSU checkpoint activa-
tion, despite blocking the induction of the CWI pathway. Taken to-
gether, the ER stress-induced ERSU checkpoint is distinct from the
previously described CWI pathway.

Loss of the ability of ire1Δ cells to sustain their cell growth under ER
stress provided the functional significance of the UPR signaling
pathway in response to ER stress. Without the UPR pathway, cells are
incapable of handling the accumulation of unfolded proteins in the ER
lumen. The lack of slt2Δ cell growth on Tm-containing media also re-
veals the functional importance of the ERSU pathway. Importantly, the
cell growth of ER-stressed slt2Δ cells can be effectively rescued by
preventing the inheritance of the stressed ER into the daughter cell.
This has been achieved, for example, by the addition of a small quantity
of nocodazole, an agent that prevents microtubule polymerization, by
the use of actin1-1, a temperature-sensitive Actin mutation, or by the

Fig. 4. ERSU checkpoint pathway. In response to ER stress, (1) the cellular
levels of phytosphingosine (PHS) become elevated, initiating the hallmark
events of the ERSU: (2) the initial ER tubule (IET) entry into the daughter cell is
blocked and (3) the septin ring mislocalizes from the bud neck, ultimately, (4)
resulting in cytokinesis cell cycle block. These events are mediated by the re-
ticulon family proteins RTN1, RTN2, YOP1, and MAP kinase, SLT2, and SLT2's
upstream kinases such as PKC1. Levels of Rtn1 and Yop1 increase under ER
stress. Currently, the detailed molecular mechanisms by which these compo-
nents activate the ERSU hallmark events have not yet been investigated.
Cytokinesis block continues until ER functional homeostasis is recovered by
activation of the UPR, which is also activated by ER stress independent of the
ERSU events. Upon recovery, ER inheritance and the cell cycle resume. Recent
results revealed that septin ring mislocalization plays a critical role in timely re-
entry into the cell cycle when ER functional homeostasis is re-established [11].
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use of myo4Δ cells. Both Actin and Myo4 are required for the entry of
the ER into the daughter cell [51]. Results of these experiments re-
vealed that the presence of stressed ER in the daughter cell leads to cell
death.

10. Initiation of the ERSU cell cycle checkpoint

The discovery that the ERSU is an independent signaling pathway
induced by ER stress beyond the well-studied UPR pathway, and the
identification of SLT2 as a key ERSU player, was rather unexpected and
generated excitement. However, the initiators of the ERSU cell cycle
checkpoint remained a mystery. SLT2 plays roles in a wide range of
signaling events, including the CWI response and gene silencing events
[93,94]. Consistent with being a multi-functional protein, SLT2 is lo-
calized throughout the cytoplasm under both normal growth and ER
stress conditions. However, SLT2 has not been reported to associate
physically with the ER membrane. Since the ERSU hallmark events such
as cER inheritance block, septin ring mislocalization, and cytokinesis
block, are initiated in response to ER stress, the initiation step is ex-
pected to occur on the ER membrane.

Another unanticipated finding led to the identification of ERSU-in-
itiating components on the ER membrane [13]. This began with the
puzzling observation of a differential impact of ER stress on the in-
heritance of the pnER and cER: ER stress induction blocked cER in-
heritance, whereas the pnER, contiguous with the cER and the inner
nuclear membrane, was inherited normally into the daughter cell even
under ER stress [10]. Since the lumen of the cER and the pnER are
contiguous via the presence of the tubular ER, the different responses
between the cER and pnER were rather difficult to reconcile. A poten-
tial explanation for the observed differences between the cER and the
pnER might stem from the spatial differences in the extent of ER stress.
Surprisingly, this effort to provide a molecular explanation for these
differences led to the identification of ERSU components.

During ER stress, Kar2/BiP binding to the elevated levels of un-
folded client proteins increases, resulting in the reduction of Kar2/BiP
mobility within the ER lumen [95,96]. This finding was demonstrated
by a fluorescent recovery after photobleach (FRAP) experiment using a
GFP-tagged form of Kar2/BiP (Kar2/BiP-GFP). As anticipated from the
contiguous nature of the pnER and cER, fluorescence recovery of Kar2/
BiP-GFP was similar throughout the ER. In response to ER stress, the
rate of the fluorescence recovery of Kar2/BiP GFP in the pnER was
significantly decreased as anticipated. However, the decrease in the
fluorescence recovery was asymmetric, differing significantly between
the pnER and cER. This result thus revealed differences in Kar2/BiP
mobility in the pnER versus cER, which might reflect differences in the
level of ER stress [13].

Further investigation provided a basis for the use of asymmetric
FRAP for identifying ERSU components. In UPR-deficient ire1Δ cells,
similar magnitudes of FRAP differences between the cER and pnER
were also observed. Surprisingly, however, in ERSU-deficient slt2Δ
cells, the extent of the reduction in the mobility of KAR2/BiP-GFP of the
pnER became similar in the cER [12]. In ER-stressed slt2Δ cells, both
cER and pnER entered the daughter cell; by contrast, in ER-stressed WT
or ire1Δ cells, only pnER entered the daughter cell. Further investiga-
tion confirmed that the loss of the asymmetric difference between the
cER and pnER provides a means to identify ERSU-deficient cells like
slt2Δ, although the molecular bases of these differences between the
cER and pnER were unclear.

Indeed, based on the FRAP behavior, a search for ER components
that establish the differential ER chaperone behaviors under ER stress
identified bona fide ERSU components [13]. Specifically,
rtn1Δrtn2Δyop1Δ cells lacking all three reticulon family proteins, RTN1,
RTN2, and YOP1, displayed a phenotype with diminished asymmetric
behaviors of the KAR2/BiP-GFP in response to ER stress (Fig. 5). Re-
ticulons are known to play important roles in the generation of ER
membrane curvature, and therefore affect the overall architecture of

the ER including the cER [97,98]. Thus, the cER of rtn1Δrtn2Δyop1Δ
cells was significantly altered compared to that of WT cells and the
FRAP behaviors of rtn1Δrtn2Δyop1Δ were similar to those of ERSU-de-
ficient slt2Δ cells (Fig. 5). Indeed, ER stress induction of
rtn1Δrtn2Δyop1Δ cells displayed all of the hallmark phenotypes of
ERSU-deficient cells [13].

The discovery that the asymmetric differences in the luminal con-
ditions of the cER and pnER and that reticulon family proteins such as
Rtn1 and Yop1 are involved in the ERSU pathway suggested that the
specific shape of the ER contributes to the ERSU-initiating signals.
Although the detailed architectural and functional relationships of the
ER are not fully understood, the local distributions or functions of the
ER-resident or transmembrane proteins are known to dictate specific ER
shapes. For example, an ER sheet-like structure is enriched in the pnER
region, whereas an ER tubule structure is concentrated in the cER re-
gion [98–100]. Furthermore, ribosomes are bound to the surface of the

Fig. 5. The lack of the ERSU component SLT2, but not the UPR component
IRE1, causes significant changes in BiP/Kar2-sfGFP mobility in the pnER.
FRAP Representative FRAP profiles of BiP/Kar2-sfGFP in either the pnER or cER
of WT cells.
Upon ER stress induction, fluorescence recovery was slowed down in the cER to
a greater degree than in the pnER. WT and ire1Δ cells showed a similar mobility
of BiP/Kar2-sfGFP. In contrast, the mobility was altered upon ER stress in
ERSU-deficient slt2Δ cells. Interestingly, BiP/Kar2-sfGFP mobility in
rtn1Δrtn2Δyop1Δ cells showed a similar change as in slt2Δ cells, suggesting the
possibility that RTN1, RTN2, and YOP1 are ERSU components. Subsequent
experiments confirmed that this was the case (the FRAP profiles were taken
from figures in Pina et al. [13]).
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ER sheets, marking the area of the ER that generates secretory pathway
proteins and constituting the rough ER. The smooth ER that lacks sur-
face-associated ribosomes consists of the tubular ER and is involved in
lipid biosynthesis. The distributions of ER sheets and tubules are
regulated by a balance of the activities of two functionally antagonistic
ER structural proteins, Lunapark1 (Lnp1) and Sey1/Atlastin [100–102].
These proteins are associated with three-way ER junctions, impact ER
structure upon association with Rtn1, Rtn2, and Yop1 proteins, and act
antagonistically [122–124]. Loss of the LNP1 gene causes the Sey1
protein to localize to the cER and pnER and generates a more densely
reticulated ER structure in yeast and a more sheet-like ER in mamma-
lian cells [103,104]. The loss of SEY1 and YOP1 reduces branched
tubular ER, resulting in an accumulation of Lnp1 at the cER and pnER.
Given such relationships, altering the proportions of the reticular
structure vs. ER sheets upon disruption of the LNP1, but not SEY1, gene
in rtn1Δrtn2Δyop1Δ cells indeed restored the asymmetry of KAR2/BiP-
GFP FRAP behavior between the cER and pnER. Furthermore, the lack
of the LNP1, but not SEY1, gene restored the ERSU-deficient phenotype
in rtn1Δrtn2Δyop1Δ cells. Finally, recent studies identified mutant forms
of either Rtn1 or Yop1, both carrying a single amino acid change, that
diminish the ER stress activation of the ERSU cell cycle checkpoint with
no apparent ER structural changes (unpublished results from the Niwa
lab) activation of the ERSU cell cycle checkpoint (unpublished results
from the Niwa lab), suggesting that RTN1, RTN2, and YOP1 initiate the
ERSU events (see next section for sphingolipid involvement for the
ERSU events). Importantly, cells carrying a mutant Rtn1 with several
amino acid changes that alter the asymmetric FRAP behaviors of KAR2/
BiP-GFP [105] was found to be ERSU defective (unpublished results
from the Niwa lab), providing further confirmation that RTN1, RTN2,
and YOP1 play vital roles in ER inheritance block during ER stress.

11. Identifying the ERSU activating signal: phytosphingosine

The next important knowledge gap is the identity of the activating
signal(s) of the ERSU pathway. Since the UPR sensor Ire1 is not in-
volved in ERSU pathway activation, it is unlikely that signals activating
IRE1, for example the accumulation of unfolded proteins, are involved
in the ERSU. However, the activating signal(s) still must be induced by
ER stress, which can be triggered by well-characterized ER stress-in-
ducing agents, such as Tm or DTT, or by using a temperature-sensitive
allele of ero1-1 that causes unfolded proteins to accumulate.

A number of key findings suggested that sphingolipid levels increase
in response to treatment with an ER stress-inducing agent such as Tm in
WT yeast cells. The increase is relatively small and transient, but similar
changes in sphingolipid levels have been reported during heat shock
[106,107]. The early steps of sphingolipid biosynthesis are initiated on
the ER membrane; thus, the ER stress-induced increase in their pro-
duction might act as an ERSU initiating signal. Indeed, exogenous ad-
dition of an ER-localized sphingolipid, PHS, to unstressed cells activates
all of the ERSU cell cycle checkpoint hallmark events including (1) cER
inheritance, (2) septin ring mislocalization, (3) Slt2 phosphorylation,
and (4) cytokinesis arrest. The involvement of PHS is specific, as other
sphingolipids/ceramides, such as dihydroceramide (DHC) and cer-
amide, do not robustly activate the ERSU pathway (Fig. 6A).

Subsequent experiments using pharmacological drugs such as myr-
iocin or aureobasidin A (AbA) also provided confirmation of the role of
PHS as an activating signal [12]. For example, treatment of cells with
AbA, which blocks the conversion of PHS to further downstream
sphingolipids, led to an increase in the levels of PHS and activated the
ERSU pathway, even in the absence of ER stress-inducing agents.
Treating cells with an ER stress-inducing agent, such as Tm or DTT,
further increased the extent of ERSU pathway activation. Additionally,
treating cells with myriocin, which blocks serine palmitoyltransferase
(SPT), diminished the level of ERSU pathway induction. As SPT gen-
erates 3-ketohydrosphingosine from serine and palmitoyl-CoA in the
first step of the biosynthetic pathway, treating cells with myriocin

reduces cellular levels of sphingolipids including PHS (Fig. 6A).
The involvement of PHS in ERSU pathway activation is also sup-

ported by genetic experiments in yeast [108,109]. For example, an
epistatic miniarray profile study identified a series of genes in the
sphingolipid biosynthetic pathway as genetic interactors of the ERSU
component Slt2. For example, ORM1 and ORM2 encode subunits of an
inhibitory complex of SPT; cells lacking ORM1 and ORM2 (or-
m1Δorm2Δ double knockout cells) have elevated levels of cellular
sphingolipids [110,111]. Upon treatment with Tm, orm1Δorm2Δ double
knockout cells further increased the frequency of ERSU events. Im-
portantly, adding PHS exogenously did not activate IRE1 or the UPR
pathway.

Interestingly, recent studies also reported the involvement of
sphingolipids in the establishment of the nuclear envelope and the ER
diffusion barrier [76,112]. While multiple sphingolipids and ceramides
have been reported to function for the ER diffusion barrier, the in-
volvement of PHS in the ERSU checkpoint is specific, as DHC does not
support the hallmark events of the ERSU. Furthermore, recent pre-
liminary work has revealed that PHS functions in the ERSU checkpoint
independent of changes in the ER diffusion barrier (unpublished results
in Niwa lab). Taken together, these observations are consistent with the

Fig. 6. Sphingolipid biosynthetic pathways.
A. An abbreviated yeast sphingolipid biosynthetic pathway. Phytosphingosine
(PHS) is highlighted. Treatment of cells with myriocin reduces PHS levels,
while orm1Δ orm2Δ cells or Aureobasidin A (AbA) treatment of cells increases
the PHS levels. B. A comparison of the human and yeast sphingolipid biosyn-
thetic pathways.
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idea that elevated PHS in response to ER stress acts as an activating
signal for the ERSU pathway, leading to ER inheritance block, septin
ring mislocalization, Slt2 phosphorylation, and cytokinesis block.

12. Sphingolipids and ER homeostasis in mammalian cells

The sphingolipid biosynthetic pathway is conserved in eukaryotic
cells [113,114], although some details differ depending upon the spe-
cific species. Interestingly, a study found that ER stress induction also
increases dihydrosphingosine (DHS) and DHC levels in mammalian
cells [115]. Like PHS in yeast, both DHS and DHC are early inter-
mediates of the sphingolipid biosynthetic pathway in mammalian cells
(Fig. 6B) [114]. The increased levels of these sphingolipids are tran-
sient. The molecular mechanisms of the UPR pathway are more com-
plex in mammalian cells than those in yeast cells: in yeast, IRE1 is the
only ER transmembrane UPR signaling component, whereas the mam-
malian UPR pathway is activated by two additional ER transmembrane
components, PERK and ATF6 [79]. While the mammalian ERSU
checkpoint has yet to be defined, the additional mammalian UPR
components (i.e., ATF6 and PERK) might provide means to respond to
ER stress-induced DHS and DHC. Exogenously added DHS or DHC in-
deed activated ATF6α, but did not affect PERK or IRE1 [115]. Further
studies revealed a unique DHS/DHC binding motif within the trans-
membrane domain of ATF6α. A single amino acid substitution within
this motif resulted in inactivation of ATF6α by DHS and DHC. However,
these ATF6α mutants were still activated by increased levels of un-
folded proteins in the ER. Conversely, mutations within the ER luminal
domain of ATF6α failed to respond to the increased levels of unfolded
proteins but remained active to respond to exogenously added DHS and
DHC. These results indicate that ATF6α has two distinct stress-sensing
domains, one through the ER luminal domain and the other via the
transmembrane motif. Currently, it remains to be determined if the
mammalian ERSU checkpoint exists and how such responses are wired,
but it is possible that ATF6α is a dual component acting on the UPR
pathway and the ERSU cell cycle checkpoint for the ER in mammalian
cells by two distinct domains. Furthermore, the identification of the
ATF6α DHS/DHC binding motif provides hints about the activation
mechanisms of ERSU components, such as Rtn1 or Yop1, via PHS.

13. Many more exciting questions about the yeast ERSU cell cycle
checkpoint

The discovery of the ERSU pathway has led to many interesting
questions. For example, why is PHS the activating signal, instead of the
more abundant sphingolipids or ceramides? Production of sphingolipids
and ceramide begins at the ER and synthesis of PHS occurs at the ER
[114]. Once converted, ceramide is transported to the Golgi where
further downstream lipid biosynthetic steps continue [116,117]. Fi-
nally, some of these lipids reach the plasma membrane. For example,
glycerosphingolipids and cholesterol (ergosterol in yeast) generate a
subdomain within the plasma membrane, the lipid rafts [118,119]. The
use of more abundant lipids as signals might require more major cel-
lular changes before the ERSU pathway is turned on. For the ERSU
pathway to work as a temporary halt of the cell cycle during ER stress,
such dramatic changes might not be suitable.

How are PHS levels increased during ER stress? How are increased
levels of PHS recognized? Do Rtn1, Rtn2, and Yop1 proteins somehow
measure the PHS levels? Or, do alternative components exist, ultimately
leading to ER inheritance block, septin ring mislocalization, and Slt2
phosphorylation via Rtn1, Rtn2, and Yop1? Do PHS levels contribute to
the establishment of the asymmetry between the cER and the pnER?
Interestingly, a mutagenesis study of Rtn1 reported that certain muta-
tions within the Rtn1 protein caused the FRAP profile of BiP/Kar2–GFP
in the cER to differ from that in the pnER, even in the absence of ER
stress induction [105], revealing that Rtn1 is sensitive to ER functional
homeostasis.

ER stress induces both the ERSU and UPR pathways. While UPR
activation re-establishes ER homeostasis, the ERSU pathway halts both
the cell cycle and ER inheritance. In order for cells to re-enter the cell
cycle in a timely manner, certain components such as those that re-
evaluate ER functional status during cell cycle block and those that
establish the release from cytokinesis block, must be involved.
Furthermore, after release from cytokinesis block, how do cells re-enter
the cell cycle? If ER functional homeostasis does not recover within a
certain period of time, what happens to the cell? Are there time limits
for cell cycle recovery? Answering these questions will be critical to
fully understanding the yeast ERSU cell cycle checkpoint, a mechanism
to ensure all dividing cells will have sufficient levels of the ER.

14. Potential for cell cycle regulation of the ER in mammalian
cells

Given the complexity of the mammalian ER network, examining the
effect of ER stress on the ER distribution in dividing cells is challenging.
During prophase, the nuclear membranes detach from the lamins and
chromatin to disassemble. In fact, the nuclear membrane components
are retracted into and become dispersed throughout the ER [120].
During the metaphase-to-anaphase transition, however, the nuclear
envelope (NE) re-forms from ER tubules and sheets to enclose each set
of daughter chromosomes [121]. Thus, the ER is intimately involved in
NE disassembly and reassembly. Furthermore, during NE disassembly,
nuclear membrane proteins such as POM121, an essential transmem-
brane protein of the nuclear pore, have to become dispersed throughout
the ER and relocate to the newly reassembled NE and nuclear pores as
the NE reassembles. Similarly, studies have reported that RTN3 first is
associated with chromatin-bound membranes, but becomes increas-
ingly dispersed throughout the surrounding ER by anaphase [121].
Thus, such processes might be impacted by ER stress. Indeed, induction
of ER stress resulted in the mislocalization of septin ring subunits
(unpublished results from the Niwa lab). Understanding the mechan-
isms by which the ER is divided in normal cells and how this is per-
turbed under various stress conditions will contribute to our under-
standing of human disease. Indeed, dysregulated ER function is a
prominent feature of many disorders, including diabetes, Alzheimer's
disease, and Parkinson's disease, which are increasing public health
concerns. Thus, studies on ER function may ultimately lead to the de-
velopment of new treatments for such diseases.

15. Summary

The discovery of the ERSU cell cycle checkpoint pathway unveiled
the exciting possibility that the division of cytoplasmic components
such as organelles or protein complexes is regulated in order to gen-
erate fully functional eukaryotic cells. Further studies in this area may
unveil new strategies for designing novel drugs for human diseases that
are caused by improper cell cycle regulation.
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